Excellent healthcare since 1929
In 1929 the first nursing home of the Netherlands was founded, the Zonnehuis.
The current Zonnehuisgroep IJssel-Vecht (ZGIJV) has one goal: to provide
excellent healthcare to its 550 clients.

6 locations

800+ employees
500+ enthusiastic volunteers

550 clients

The Challenge
IT is becoming increasingly
important in healthcare
Healthcare is being shifted increasingly more

IT

outside the walls of ZGIJV. Communication in the
chain is mostly digital and information in the
Electronic Client Dossier must be available at any
time and from anywhere. How can IT be arranged
so that ZGIJV can focus on its core task: providing
healthcare and maintaining optimal alignment
between the healthcare process and the information
provision, while complying with laws and regulations
(NEN7510)

The Solution
All the information in the cloud
In collaboration with IT Partner Intercept, the entire IT
infrastructure has been migrated to Microsoft Azure, in
combination with Office365, at no additional cost. With
the Internet, a ZGIJV employee has controlled access to
his or her work space, from any device, and thus also has
access to the (medical client) information. This ensures
the availability (regardless of the location) and continuity
of (medical) information.
Microsoft Azure meets all laws and regulations (compliance) issues that ZGIJV wishes to comply with (NEN7510).
With the help of Azure Security Centre and Operations
Management Suite, a high-quality security and threat
intelligence level is enforced on the Azure platform.
Unauthorized requests for (medical) information is
identified in time. Using Operations Management Suite,
Intercept can take immediate action in case of an
incident.

The Result
By using Microsoft Azure
and Office 365, ZGIJV can:
By using Microsoft Azure and Office 365,
ZGIJV can:
1. Focus on its core task
2. Scale-up and shrink flexibly
3. Access all relevant information 24/7
4. Improve the financial forecast
5. Prepare the IT infrastructure for GDPR

Good IT structure,
excellent care
With a good IT structure, Zonnehuisgroep IJssel-Vecht
can focus on what is really important: excellent
healthcare for its clients.

This solution was realized by

